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Connecting researchand effects.As a master teacher,John Santrock connects college students
to current research and real-world software,helping students see how developmental
psychology is important in their ownlives and potential careers.  Via an integrated, personalized
digital learningprogram, learners gain the insight they have to research smarter and improve
efficiency.
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The book is okay. Beware it generally does not include the Connect . Unless the seller specifies
otherwise, you won't have a Connect access code, which means you cannot do coursework if
your professor uses Connect, without spending money on the book twice.! The book is okay..
When I bought the gain access to code, the book was included. My advice is to wait to purchase
the book until your course starts to verify if you need usage of Connect or not really. Trying to
read large chapters of text is hard enough for the average college student, but I’m borderline
ADD which book is really challenging to spotlight the content. Doesn't have Connect access or
advanced Kindle features. The book itself is fine, but I strongly recommend against purchasing
or renting it from Amazon.. In addition, it will not support Kindle text-to-speech or VoiceOver in
the Kindle app. EXCELLENT textbook!.! Didn't offer as advertised. This is one of the best
textbooks I've ever had. And the search option was amazing during timed lab tests over multiple
chapters. With so much research and statistical references, this text could have been dry and
boring, nonetheless it is extremely well-created and engaging. The author adds a lot of
examples so the concepts are easy to comprehend. I would certainly recommend an ebook!.
Overall an incredibly well done text.! It stated that it acquired .. Beware it does not include the
Connect gain access to code! Wrong Edition I actually was expecting the 16th edition as
pictured, but We received the 12th. It mentioned that it had a code nonetheless it didn't. I haven't
received a refund on this item. Should be advertised correctly.. The writer provides a fair and
unbiased opinion as he includes many sensitive plus some controversial topics aswell. So
difficult to read While the content seems okay, the in-text citations in nearly every sentence
make this book one of the most difficult to read in my own years of experience. It will save you
$.. Loving this class. which is annoying, but it's my fault for not reading reviews .. Text Book for
Class This is a great text book with explanations that are easy to comprehend. The kindle book
doesn't work on kindle or PC, which is annoying, but it's my fault for not reading reviews first.
Easy to use. Love having an e-book because of this course because I can search keywords in
the reserve and discover answers to my queries faster. Theories are explained completely and
critiques and variants of the theories are shown as well, so we get yourself a well-rounded view.
Didn't sell as advertised. Fortunately it still functions for my class. Like new condition! Exactly
what I expected ! Worth it for the search option The download was super easy. The author
included an unbelievable amount of relevant as well as recent research regarding almost every
region on psychology you can think about regarding the human life-span.
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